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Hello Colorado Wheat. Happy Memorial Day. We remember, lest we forget… 

There’s no denying last week’s rain helped the USA HRW crop. Northeast CO was largely missed, but 

about everyone else did pretty good. And…there’s no denying that KC July futures only closed down 18c 

for the week says something too…kinda impressive, actually. 

 

Part of HRW’s strength comes from this forecast map, which suggests CO stays dry, while KS, OK and TX 

come up for air…BUT it really points out that North American spring wheat did not, and still is 

not…getting “planted in a timely fashion”. Houston, we have a problem: 

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with the business of marketing your 

crops. My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions. ALSO, USE THE BEST 

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES YOU CAN. STUDIES SHOW GOOD MANAGEMENT ADDS AN AVERAGE OF 13 BU/ACRE; IT PAYS FOR 

ITSELF 
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This (of course) is not a secret…shown by MGEX Z – KC Z., with MGEX springs now 60c over KC. 

 

Previous week’s (as of May 22) crop progress showed MN had only planted 11% of intended spring 

wheat acreage vs 90% “normal” and NoDak was at 27% vs 80% normal. The first map on page one 

suggests some progress was made, especially in MN, but the second map suggests…this week will be too 

wet, and the calendar tells me…we’re in June. Not good. 

Here’s how the week ended, with new blue numbers in soybeans and crude oil: 

 July 

HRW 

Dec 

HRW 

Old-crop 

corn 

New 

corn 

Chgo 

wheat 

Springs Old-crop 

soybean 

New Soy Crude 

oil 

S&P 

CLOSE KWN22 KWZ22 CN22 CZ22 WN22 MWN22 SN22 SX22 CRD22 ES22 

05/27 $12.35 $12.48 $7.77 $7.30 $11.58 $13.05 $17.32 $15.44 $115.07 $4155 

05/20 $12.53 $12.61 $7.79 $7.32 $11.69 $12.79 $17.05 $15.22 $110.28 $3900 

05/13 $12.82 $12.85 $7.81 $7.49 $11.78 $13.25 $16.47 $14.98 $108.63 $4020 

05/06 $11.71 $11.78 $7.85 $7.21 $11.09 $12.09 $16.22 $14.71 $108.33 $4120 

04/29 $11.06 $11.11 $8.14 $7.51 $10.56 $11.66 $16.85 $15.15 $102.94 $4128 

04/22 $11.50 $11.45 $7.89 $7.25 $10.75 $11.63 $16.88 $15.05 $102.07 $4267 

04/15 $11.57 $11.50 $7.84 $7.35 $11.05 $11.47 $16.65 $15.02 $106.38 $4388 

04/08 $11.10 $11.09 $7.61 $7.16 $10.58 $11.27 $16.68 $14.96 $97.73 $4484 

04/01 $10.14 $10.11 $7.22 $6.88 $9.84 $10.65 $15.67 $14.07 $97.90 $4539 

03/25 $11.07 $10.85 $7.35 $6.69 $10.93 $11.02 $16.89 $14.97 $111.06 $4537 

03/18 $10.62 $10.28 $7.13 $6.46 $10.45 $10.55 $16.46 $14.67 $103.09 $4454 

03/11 $10.81 $10.61 $7.29 $6.55 $10.77 $10.53 $16.51 $14.91 $106.30 $4202 
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The KC July chart as we normally see it; the Blue Line is from the 5/13 close 2 weeks ago, with a whole 

dollar move up above it and then almost a whole two dollar drop from the intra-week spike high to an 

intra-week spike low before stabilizing. Two-dollar moves in 8 days…we’ve seen many years when the 

futures didn’t move two dollars. The red dotted line is Friday’s close, and it is the 4-week Closing Low. 

 

The trendlines look pretty good to me; a Bull (or those with unsold wheat) wouldn’t want to see the 

trendline support not hold. The 11-week Closing Low Red Line is $10.14. And probably the final line in 

the sand for many will be the 200-day moving average, still way below the market, at $8.95. 

No one has yet figured out a way to unblock the Black Sea, which ties up a lot of grain from getting 

exported, and the North American weather isn’t perfect enough to remove worry, so …I doubt KC wheat 

futures are ready to completely fall apart, even though the current export loading picture is very, very 

slow. It looks like only minor adjustments will be needed for the final 2021/22 season, maybe a 

reduction of 15 mil bu in HRW and 10 million is soft white. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(05/19/22) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

HRW 3.7 256.6 15 271 320 49 2 24.5 

SRW 2.0 100.4 10 110 115 5 2 2.5 

HRS 2.8 185.4 10 195 210 15 2 7.5 

White 2.5 117.7 10 127 145 18 2 9.0 

HAD 0.0 7.2 0 7 15 8 2 4.0 

         

05/12/22         

HRW 4.6 252.9 15 267 320 53 3 17.7 

SRW 1.0 98.4 10 108 115 7 3 2.3 

HRS 5.6 182.6 10 192 210 18 3 6.0 

White 1.5 115.1 10 125 145 20 3 6.7 

HAD 0.0 7.2 0 7 15 8 3 2.6 
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Gulf bids continue to slide a bit going into harvest…and “to-arrive” bids currently show another 10 to 

15c is coming. These are spot bids: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
5/27/2022 165 134 31  
5/20/2022 173 138 35  
5/13/2022 173 145 28  
5/6/2022 173 134 39  

4/29/2022 175 135 40 N 

 

These posted prices are still really good, and still look (hopefully) like getting $11.00 or better for unsold 

wheat at harvest is very possible. The average Colorado bid is $11.76/bu. This crop-year, with the 

benefit of looking back…it paid to wait on selling. Cash prices right now are about $5.50/bu more than 

they were last year in May. This harvest…I admit I’d sell the stuff and forget about it, but is it possible 

wheat prices could go even higher? I’m leaning towards… anything is possible. The probability and 

timing is a the hard part. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

05/27 $11.61-$11.95 $11.80 $11.65-

$11.75 

$11.35-

$11.71 

$11.65-12.35 

05/20 $11.77-$12.13 $11.98 $11.83-

$11.93 

$11.53-

$11.87 

$11.83-12.53 

05/13 $12.04-$12.42 $12.27 $12.17-

$12.27 

$11.25-

$12.14 

$12.12-$12.82 

05/06 $10.86-$11.31 $11.16 $11.06-

$11.16 

$10.56-

$11.04 

$11.01-$11.93 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

05/27(N) -75, -40 -55 -70, -60 -100, -65 -70, 00 

05/20(N) -76, -40 -55 -70, -60 -100, -66 -70, 00 

05/13(N) -78, -40 -55 -65, -55 -157, -67 -70, 00 

05/06(N) -85, -40 -55 -65, -55 -115, -67 -70, 22 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

05/27(N) -45 -50, -15 -69, -28 -61 

05/20(N) -45 -50, -15 -69, -28 -61 

05/13(N) -40 -52, -15 -69, -28 -61 

05/06(N) -40 -52, -15 -69, -28 -61 
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Historically…these are historic prices in historic times. The KC weekly continuous suggests that 

historically…a pop to almost $14.00 was the top.  

 

It’s tricky in that we haven’t had a war in the last 20 years that a key player was openly willing to talk 

about using use food as a weapon. (Nor can we lose sight of the irony that the last time I can remember 

a major player willing to use food as a weapon was in 1980 when the USA embargoed selling wheat to 

the Soviet Union. Talk about the Rule of Unintended Consequences…wowzers.) 

Historically, wheat is not relatively expensive compared to soybeans, with nearby KC wheat at $5.00 

under beans.: 
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BUT…historically, KC wheat is indeed expensive compared to corn 

 

 

 

I guess that means corn at $9.50/bu or so under beans is…historically, relatively cheap: 
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July soybeans set a new 11-week Closing High; 27c over last week’s close, the previous 11-week Closing 

High… sell signals are…where? $16.47 is the 4-week Closing Low…the 11-week CL is $15.67. 

 

 

LAST WEEK’s wire talked about IF we added a Bollinger Band and an RSI to that July wheat chart, we got 

a sell signal. IF we add those to the July bean chart, we get this…possible warning sign with the Bollinger, 

although maybe not the RSI…? 

 

The reason we’re intrigued with these 2 studies is finding a good sell-signal in a trend-following system 

during a strongly trending up market is hard to do, and looking at that chart, I’d say it’s still hard to do… 
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This July corn chart, shows a new 4-week Closing Low at $7.77, which was 2c below last week’s 4-Week 

Closing Low, which was 2c below the previous week’s 4-week Closing Low, which was 4c below that 

week’s 4-week Closing Low. 

Uh, we might be seeing a pattern…and that would be, July corn has a leak.  

 
And that’s the real problem. If the corn chart looks the most vulnerable, but is cheap compared to 

wheat, that’s probably not supportive to wheat. And if corn looks cheap vs beans, then…it’s probably 

not supportive to beans. 

 

Ukrainian corn is being exported, but at a much slower pace than pre-war. It’s a trickle, rather than a 

solid flow. But as Turkey is Russia’s #1 wheat customer, it’s a safe bet plenty of Russian wheat is being 

exported quietly. India already announced they are slowing down their wheat exports, and we know 

USA and Canadian spring wheat is getting planted under less-than-ideal conditions. 

SO…has the market already priced these “headlines”? And if so, then does that mean “headline risk” is 

maybe more to the downside than the upside? 

Tough questions, with answers unknown.  

There’s an old cliché in the grain business about Bull Markets need to be fed. I think that’s the situation 

we’re in right now. 

 

Have a good week. Stay Safe. I know you’d like to finish planting and get on to the next project, but the 

best advice is almost always…Slow Down. 

 

See ya. 
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